Front-End Developer Fresher Job Description
Osian Infotech Pvt Ltd.
Address: A/704, 1st Floor, Trade Link Building,
Kamla Mills Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg,
Lower Parel-West, Mumbai 400013
Telephone: 022-66662728
Email-ID: contact@osiansoftware.com

Job Location: Mumbai / Jaipur
Work Experience: Fresher
About Us
Osian Infotech Pvt. Ltd. centers on the idea of helping businesses make meaningful connections with
their customers. The founders combined strategy and technology expertise and set out to create a better
way. We work with our customers from strategy to execution to get to know their business, understand
the industry, and help foster growth. For over a decade, we have worked with some of the world’s most
forward-thinking, independent businesses and multinational enterprises. We are compact, agile, and
faster than the bigger agencies and not willing to sacrifice personal attention for scale.
That’s our story. Now let’s hear yours.

Job Description
We are looking for a Front-End Web Developer who is motivated to combine the art of design with the
art of programming. Responsibilities will include translation of the UI/UX design wireframes to actual
code that will produce visual elements of the application. You will work with the UI/UX designer and
bridge the gap between graphical design and technical implementation, taking an active role on both
sides and defining how the application looks as well as how it works.

Responsibilities
- Develop new user-facing features
- Determining the structure and design of web pages.
- Ensuring user experience determines design choices.
- Developing features to enhance the user experience.
- Ensuring web design is optimized for smartphones.

- Build reusable code and libraries for future use
- Optimizing web pages for maximum speed and scalability.
- Utilizing a variety of markup languages to write web pages.
- Maintaining brand consistency throughout the design.
- Collaborate with other team members and stakeholders

Skills And Qualifications
- Degree in computer science or related field.
- Proficient understanding of web markup, including HTML5, CSS3.
- Proficient understanding of client-side scripting and JavaScript frameworks, including jQuery.
- Good understanding of asynchronous request handling, making REST API Calls
- Basic knowledge of image authoring tools, to be able to crop, resize, or perform small adjustments on
an image. Familiarity with tools such as Gimp or Photoshop is a plus.
- Basic understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git.
- Ability to self-learn new concepts and problem-solving.
- Should have a good work culture that fits with the team goals.
- Good interpersonal skills.

Criteria
Must have
• Proficient knowledge of HTML, CSS.
• Proficient knowledge of JavaScript, ES6.
Good to have
• Good understanding of at least one javascript framework including ReactJS, AngularJS or VueJS.
• Basic understanding of server-side CSS pre-processing platforms, such as LESS and SASS.
• Mobile APP development (Android, IOS, Flutter, React Native, Ionic), etc. would be an added
advantage.
• Backend technologies: Python, Node, PHP, Java, work experience in any backend framework is a huge
plus.

Please send your resumes to jobs@osiansoftware.com and enter “[INSERT JOB TITLE] – Your Full Name”
as the Subject Line.

